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Software FAQ

1. Wiki / Github
See the link below for all procedures
http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Allegro_Hand_v4.0
https://github.com/simlabrobotics/allegro_hand_ros_v4

2. NTCAN.dll file does not found

When you run program in visual studio, YOU need to select the CAN device and run it.

3. How to set left and right hand in SW?

https://github.com/simlabrobotics/allegro_hand_linux_v4/tree/master/grasp

If you look at the grasp/main.cpp file(Line 47)in the sample code directory

Change the RIGHT_HAND part from false to true.

const bool RIGHT_HAND = true;
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4. Multi Allegro Hand's CAN ID?

AllegroHand's CAN ID can be changed (default : 0)

Applied when using multiple Allegro Hands. After being changed, it is stored in the Hub MCU

and maintained continuously. Considering that the data type is “unsigned char”, set and use

only within the data type.(Link)

5. CAN Baudrate

CAN 1 Mbps Baud Rate cannot be changed.

The baudrate on the datasheet is exclusively for RS-485 function.

RS-485 is not developed. so it is not open.
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Hardware FAQ

1. Mounting information

http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Mounting_Information_v4.0
Mounting information is provided, but users must make suitable parts for each robot arm.
(V3, V4 is same bracket)

2. CAD STL Files
If you purchase, we will provide STL files.
Please give us your Hand’s serial number.

For information on generic models, see the link below.
https://github.com/simlabrobotics/allegro_hand_model_v4

3. User Manual

You can check the basic specifications and CAN communication protocol.

http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/File:V4_AllegroHandUsersManual_1.1.pdf

4. Communication interface

Only CAN communication is supported.

Ethernet, EtherCAT communication is the future plan.(Not support)

CAN Protocol

http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/CAN_Protocol_v4.0

5. CAN Device purchase

http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/CAN_Options

We usually recommend the PEAK device.
Model : PCAN-USB(IPEH-002022)

Wonik Robotics does not sell CAN equipment.

In Korea, it can be purchased through "Embedded System Korea".
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6. CAN Wiring

The official product name is "DB9 Female connector".
All you have to do is match the cables we gave you to the colors.
Assemble exposed pins to DB9 as shown in the picture and connect it to the CAN device
and you are done. The reason we did not assemble it is that it is packaged that way because
the environment used by each user is different.

http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Wiring_for_Allegro_Hand_v4.0
The CAN device equipment must be purchased by the user.
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(Update as of October 2022)
New power cable integrated with CAN is provided!
A terminal block is provided, and users can use Allegro Hand conveniently right away!!

7. Power requirement
Allegro Hand power requirement : 12~24V, 120W

The included ac adapter supports 120W.
Input : 100~240V, 50/60Hz, 2.5A
Output : 24V, 5A (120W)

8. Power consumption
Providing 120W satisfies the maximum current required to drive the HAND.
The basic test result is…

Volt Normal(Standby) Envelope Duty 800 Maximum Watt

12V 0.08A 4.6A 9A 108W

24V 0.04A 2.2A 3.8A 91.2W

Normal : Home motion => Ready motion
Envelope : Grabbing motion
Duty 800 : Duty 800 applies to the entire motor (Max duty : 1200)

This is the electrical current value when using the basic example.
It can even go up to 120W when using the maximum torque for whole motors.
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9. FFC Cable
You may purchase and use a cable that satisfies the specifications from your country.

(Example) UL2896 - 0.5 x 20 x 53 -C Black(Link)
● UL Style No.2896
● Pitch : 0.5mm
● Pin: 20 pins
● Cable length: 53 mm
● Contact Type : “C”
● Color : Black

Mount Model name Quantity

Fingertip UL2896 - 0.5 x 20 x 53 -C Black 3ea

Finger⇔Hub UL2896 - 0.5 x 20 x 85 -C Black 3ea

Thumb UL2896 - 0.5 x 20 x 68 -C Black 1ea
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10. LED scenario

Please check this link for LED scenarios.

If it's a communication problem...
1. Usually the CAN harness problem. (Check cable!)
2. AllegroHand Hub's CAN transceiver might be the problem (Low probability)

In the past, one customer had a problem with the Allegrohand mounted on the robotic
arm(Manipulator) dying. In conclusion, it was a problem caused by static electricity. So you
should either consider non-insulation or check the surrounding electrical environment.

If it's a temperature issue,
1. Overload / Over temperature
2. Long time operation in tough environment
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11. Torque throttling
First of all, it should be noted that this function is to protect the Allegro Hand.

Overheat condition Description

motor overheats over 50 [deg] Torque is throttled at 1/3 of its commanded torque.
LED lamp is blinking once a second

motor overheats over 60 [deg] Torque is turned off and a fault is set.
LED lamp blinking once a second and it beeps.

The over temp state is released only when it is less than 50 degrees.
(Even if the over temp state is released, the servo mode does not turn on by itself)

Therefore, if you want to properly use Hand’s fully motor torque and its functions,
avoid driving for a long time and cooling off.

To listen to this message, it is necessary to activate periodic message listening.

Message ID

12. No sensor option
In the past, Allegro Hand also supported tactile sensors. However, most of the tactile-related
sensor companies have now disappeared.

WONIK ROBOTICS has decided to sell only Allegro hands(No sensor support)

Customers can purchase and use the tactile sensor separately from other sensor
companies.

13. No IMU option
The IMU function is currently TBD. Some of the developers in the past updated the User
manual documentation. Currently sold hands do not have IMU reading.
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14. Range of Motion

Joint Range of Motion [Deg] Range of Motion [Rad]

Finger

MCP-1 -32.65 ~ 32.65 -0.57 ~ 0.57

MCP-2 -16.95 ~ 97.97 -0.296 ~ 1.71

PIP -15.69 ~ 103.65 -0.274 ~ 1.809

DIP -18.73 ~ 98.43 -0.327 ~ 1.718

Thumb

CMC-1 20.62 ~ 85.71 0.36 ~ 1.496

CMC-2 -11.68 ~ 72.36 -0.204 ~ 1.263

MP -16.55 ~ 99.92 -0.289 ~ 1.744

IP -14.89 ~ 103.22 -0.26 ~ 1.819

See this link about ‘Range of Motion’ (Unit: Radian)
http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Joint_Limits

Joint direction link
http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Joint_Dimensions_and_Directions
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Allegro Hand FAQ

1. How are the joints controlled?
1. It is controlled by CAN communication with the external controller and UART
communication between the joint (16ea) and the hub board inside the hand.

2. The only motor control command is the "Set Torque" command.

3. Torque Range & Unit

● Range
Each finger has 4 joints. In the user's manual, "This message sets joint torque set-point.
Torque set-point is 2 byte signed digit. Data field is composed as below." It can be sent
within the range of 2 bytes, signed short.

● Unit
The unit of torque is [Nm].

4. What is the role of each part?

● BHand & PC
Since there is no torque feedback in the Allegro hand, it is controlled in an open-loop
manner. When the computed torque calculated from the PC's BHand library is transmitted
to the Allegro hand's hub board

● Hub board
The hub board plays a role in transmitting it to each joint.
Currently, BHand Algorithm calculation is not performed on the hub board.
The hub board just received PWM value and transmits it to joint boards.

● Joint board
For the joint board, controlling the DC motor is the main role and feedback of encoder angle
and temperature information.

4.  CAN ID is divided for each Finger.
Each message should contain 4 motor torque values.
However, since the operating frequency of Allegrohand is 333hz, the user must send 16
torque values continuously within 3ms.
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2. What is BHand?

In summary, it is a computed torque generation library for Grasping motion. Allegro hand's
kinematics and dynamics calculation library. Examples of various Grasping motions are
available.

When using the BHand algorithm, perform “Home” motion first. And do “Ready” motions..
After that, use the algorithm that you make. This can reduce the steady-state error for the
joint position target. (Home → Ready → Algorithm)

This library will not be opened because it is licensed code. If you are interested in more
details, please refer to the paper & link below.

● Paper information

Any references to the BHand Library or the Allegro Hand Motion and/or Grasping Library
refer to a library of humanoid robotic hand grasping algorithms and motions developed and
published by KITECH researchers.

J.-H. Bae, S.-W. Park, D. Kim, M.-H. Baeg, and S.-R. Oh, "A Grasp Strategy with the
Geometric Centroid of a Groped Object Shape Derived from Contact Spots," Proc. of the
2012 IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (ICRA2012), pp. 3798-3804

● Links
http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Grasping_Library_for_Linux

http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/4._AHAS_Buttons_and_BHand_Library_Motions

http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/BHand_library

3. Is PID position control possible?
(= Customized PID control instead of using the BHand library?)

Since the Hub board only can “Torque” control, position control works are required on the PC
side. “Home” and “Gravity compensation” motions are playing such a role. The joint position
encoder value is needed.

Please take a look at the “grasp.cpp” code in “allegrohand_ros_v4” github.
https://github.com/simlabrobotics/allegro_hand_ros_v4

Since there is no "I gain", accurate control may be difficult, but it won't make a huge
difference. If you want, try adding i-gain. Usually the PID controller is sensitive to the speed
DT. You need to check control frequency.
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4. How to use Hand.. Vertical? Horizontal?
When you need to mount the hand fixed for manipulation tasks, will fixing it horizontally or
vertically (as in the case of the hand stand)? And..Will it affect the control accuracy of the
hand?

The current IMU function is not running, so if you change the direction of the HAND in gravity
compensation mode, it cannot be controlled properly. (actually works in the direction of
Earth's gravity) However, there is no problem in motion even if the hand is mounted
horizontally. (If you look at most paper cases, they appear to be mixed horizontally and
vertically)

5. Joint motor speed
each Motor speed specification : 0.11[sec/60deg]
about 90.9 RPM = 9.519 rad/s

Joint motor take 0.11 [sec/60deg] to turn 60 degrees per second
0.66 [sec/360deg] for 360 degrees (360deg = 1 revolution)
1 RPM(Revolution Per Minutes) = 60sec / 0.66[sec/360deg] => 90.9 RPM

6. How robust is it to collisions?

Difficult to use in harsh environments.
It should be noted that this is for research purposes only.

Don't hit it with a hammer or do anything stupid.

7. Are the fingers backdrivable?

Allegro Hand is backdrivable.
However, we don't know how much backdrivable you want.
Therefore, it is better to judge through the videos uploaded on the Internet.

8. Fingertip Sensor bypass
Customers had very various requirements.
In the end, we decided to provide only the bypass interface.

AllegroHand provides an interface that bypasses the sensor input and output.
It's up to the user to decide what to do with it.

For related information, please contact us by email.
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9. Encoder offset
Before V4, encoder offset could be adjusted in software, but In V4, each joint encoder zero
value is stored on the hub board.The user cannot touch the offset.
If you disassemble the AllegroHand V4’s Joint and change the offset mechanically, it will not
match the software and will not operate properly.

Please do not arbitrarily disassemble the Allegro Hand Motor side.

Encoder offset
http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Joint_Zeros_and_Directions_Setup_Guide

Motor direction
http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Joint_Dimensions_and_Directions#PDF

10. Simple Replacement parts
For simple replacement parts, please contact us by email.
We will send you a file with details.

For simple replacement parts, only parts not related to motor calibration can be purchased.
For other parts, you need to send AllegroHand for repair.
(Calibration is not available by the user)

In the case of a joint plate, one pair of both sides cannot be replaced.
Only joint plates with bearings can be replaced by the user.

Additional purchases are available with the first purchase.

11. Difference about V3 vs V4 version

1. Hardware performance update
● Power requirement also changed
● Additional power module disappears(DC/DC)

2. Encoder offset value managed at firmware level
3. Added motor overheat protection
4. Added LED error signal
5. CAN protocol update
6. Software changed (Use repo with “V4” letters in Github)

12. Is it possible to upgrade v3 to v4?

No.

As mentioned above, there are many differences between V3 and V4.
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13. Motor torque increase
I'll answer the question of whether you can raise the maximum PWM duty.
(Duty means PWM count)

1. What the user can do
In fact, how much torque can be raised is a part that the user can check while testing.

2. Motor max duty
If you look at the "power consumption" page, Duty 800 is mentioned. This is the amount of
current consumed when Duty 800 is applied to all motors of AllegroHand at the same time.
This level of power consumption is tolerable.

3. Worst Electrical Situation
If Duty 900 is applied to all motors of Allegro Hand at the same time, the motors cannot
withstand the power consumption and the MCU is reset momentarily. Then it turns on again
and goes back to when it first turned on. You should avoid this situation.

4. PWM raise..
The above is a phenomenon that occurs when a high duty is applied to all motors.
However, each motor is capable of up to 1200 Duty.

The answer I can give is, even if you increase the “PWM COUNT” of some motors, there
won't be much trouble in operation. Since I don't know how each user uses it, it's difficult to
answer "“How much higher torque can I use?”"

If there is a problem during the experiment operation, Allegro Hand may turn itself off by the
protection function or servo off due to overheating.

5. Conclusion
AllegroHandDrv.cpp - Check the "_pwm_max" variable.
Test it by increasing it slightly. Probably no problem.(See point 3 above)

A high PWM naturally puts a strain on the motor. And it will easily overheat.
Also check the "Torque throttling" function. You will need to consider several things.
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Hardware warning
We know all too well that most of you disassemble the Hand. You want to Add & Make
something of your own. We present guidelines for you.

Guideline

1. Research product
This is a research product. You shouldn't use it harshly.

2. FFC Cable
Since the FFC cable protrudes from the outer circumference, it may not operate properly if
external damage is applied. Try changing to the enclosed FFC cable.

3. Motor module breakdown
If the motor fails, it is difficult to just buy and replace the module. This is because the motor
calibration is stored on the Hand's Hub board. The encoder offset value for the potentiometer
of the motor is stored on the hub board, which requires mechanical JIG & SW. We do not
even sell this part. Therefore, if the motor module fails, sending it to South Korea is the
fastest way to solve the problem.

And..the unit price of the motor module is expensive. (It is about $500 per motor module.
This is because the parts production processing cost and custom board are included.)

4. Motor module side
Each side of the motor module has a bearing plate and a plate to which the internal gearbox
is bound. The bearing plate can be unscrewed. But...Do not touch the gearbox plate. Since
that part is a press-fitting part, there is a risk of changing the encoder offset if the user
touches it.

5. Electrical environment
Some researchers have experienced damage from static electricity when attaching the
Allegrohand to the manipulator. Please check the grounding environment

6. Do not drill a hole in the back of the hand cover
Sometimes some students break the Hub PCB by drilling without removing the back cover.
Drilling is free, but be careful with your work.

How easy is it to repair if it breaks?
There are not many parts that users can fix by themselves.
In the case of motors or mechanical parts related to calibration, the user cannot repair them.
Therefore, in the event of a breakdown, all parts must be sent to Korea for repair.

The repair period varies depending on the parts, but it always takes longer for customs
clearance than for repair.
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Sales point
1. Roboticslab is not currently for sale. You can use it as a Linux, ROS or Windows

example provided on Github.

2. We no longer support AHAS. Allegro Hand v4.0 does not support AHAS.
(Versions below V4 are possible)

For reference, see the link below.
http://wiki.wonikrobotics.com/AllegroHandWiki/index.php/Allegro_Hand_Application_Studio_(Installation)

Hardware warranty
90 days because it is a research product.

Repair support
Please don't send it first! Please contact us via email first.
The failure situation of the hand must be judged. The first thing to do is to check if there is
something that can be solved by email.

Address
Wonik Robotics,4F, Wonik Bldg., Pangyo-ro 255-20, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi-do, 13486, South Korea

Company phone number
Tel : +82-31-8038-9180
Fax : +82-31-8038-9190

Please follow the instructions
When you ship Allegro Hand to Wonik Robotics, you inform the express company(DHL,
FedEx) that you are sending it under the condition of ‘Return after repair’.

Any Questions or Comments?

Please contact at robotics.biz@wonik.com
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